Subsea Services operates within Boskalis Offshore, a leading global expert in offshore contracting and offshore services. With safety as a core value, Boskalis Offshore offers innovative and competitive solutions, including new installation and improved workability concepts. Boskalis Offshore’s parent company is Royal Boskalis Westminster, a leading global dredging and marine expert.

Subsea Services provides Inspection, Repair and Maintenance (IRM), as well as construction and decommissioning services for subsea projects in the oil & gas, civil and renewable energy market. We have been actively involved with offshore diving services since the early 1970’s whereby excellence and safety is our drive.

Our core competences include:

- Surface demand diving services (air/nitrox/mixed-gas)
- Saturation diving services
- ROV services
- Associated services: project management, subsea engineering, marine services and vessels.
Subsea Services operates on a global basis from five strategic locations: the headquarters in The Netherlands and regional offices in South Africa, Dubai, Australia and Singapore.

Subsea Services uses the global network of Boskalis to contract on an international basis and uses the vast variety of resources and vessels to provide a tailor-made and cost-effective one-stop-shop solution.

Our customers are:
- Oil and Gas Exploration & Production operators
- Offshore Renewable Energy operators
- Offshore contractors
- Marine civil engineering contractors
- Port & Government authorities

Our solutions cover:

IRM of Subsea Infrastructure
Subsea Construction and Removal Services
Air/Saturation Diving and ROV Services
SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE

Our work goes beyond the provision of services. With safety as our core value Boskalis has uncompromisingly embraced safety within its culture. This is the essence of ‘NINA’, our No Injuries, No Accidents safety program, which is held in high regard in the industry and by our clients. NINA rests on five values and five rules. Together they ensure that safety can be openly discussed, leading to a clear and very positive development in how safety is perceived.

Boskalis is known for its environmental expertise and commitment to the environment. Our clients benefit from our vast experience in preparing environmental impact assessments and environmental management plans. Our state-of-the-art monitoring programs and environmentally-friendly techniques, working methods and equipment will enable you to fully comply with environmental regulations.

STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE
- ISO 14001 Environmental Management System
- OHSAS 18001 Occupational health and safety
- ISO 9001 Quality Management Systems
- IMCA Offshore operations
IRM OF SUBSEA STRUCTURES

INSPECTION, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF
- Offshore structures & Floating Assets
- Subsea structures
- Seabed infrastructure
- Quay walls, jetties and buoys
- Locks, dams and pumping stations
- Harbour infrastructure
- Self-healing corrosion prevention and sealant systems
SUBSEA CONSTRUCTION AND REMOVAL SERVICES

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE
- Spool pieces and tie-ins
- J-tube/risers
- Pipeline protections
- Seabed/span corrections
- Tie-in of umbilicals
- Subsea Protection Domes
- Subsea tree
- Anodes
- Grouting
- Underwater welding and cutting
- Hyperbaric welding
- Rope Access
- Project management and engineering
The equipment operated by Subsea Services is state-of-the-art and fully compliant with the highest offshore requirements and is used onboard platforms and diving/ROV support vessels.

**SURFACE DEMAND DIVING SYSTEMS**
Subsea Services is operating complete surface demand diving systems suitable for air, nitrox and mixed gas diving operations. Systems in operations range from:
- (Semi-) Permanent systems onboard of vessels
- Containerized systems
- Daughter Diving Crafts
- Suitcase systems

All our diving systems can be used worldwide. They are dimensioned having standard container footprints for easy transport by road and sea. Some of the diving systems are classed “Zone 2” for operations onboard FPSO’s and platforms in hazardous areas.

**SATURATION DIVING SYSTEMS**
Subsea Services operates modular saturation diving systems which can be deployed onboard vessels or installation barges:
- 9 man SAT2 system
- 6 man SAT3 system

**ROV/DIVING SUPPORT VESSELS**
- DP3 DSV ‘EDT Protea’ (air diving)
- DP2 DSV ‘Constructor’ (12 man SAT)
- DP2 ‘Smit Komodo’ (air diving)

**ROV SYSTEMS**
- Schilling 150 hp HD WROVs
- Sea-eye Cougar XT ROVs
- Sea-eye Tiger ROVs
- Sea-eye Falcon ROVs

All ROV types are available with TMS/LARS. For the Tiger and Falcon ROVs we have manipulator skids available to optimise their functions. The Tiger and Falcon ROVs are compact containerised systems with integrated LARS.

**SURVEY SYSTEMS**
- Pipeline inspection and survey module
For over 100 years, Boskalis has helped clients meet some of the toughest challenges.

How can we help you? Give us a call and tell us about your challenges. Or look at our portfolio on www.boskalis.com/offshore. You can download our corporate brochure and our solutions brochures for Energy, Ports and Infra.